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1. Introduction 

This report has been prepared at the request of Netcare Limited (“Netcare”) by Insight Actuaries and 

Consultants (“Insight”) for submission to the Health Market Inquiry ("HMI") in response to the call for 

comments on the HMI's “Provisional findings and recommendations report" (“Provisional Report”) 

released on 5 July 2018. In addition to the Provisional Report, comment is made on the accompanying 

annexures. Insight was afforded time in the HMI's data room to review some of the supporting data and 

models used in the Provisional Report.  

The Provisional Report is the first time that the SID and concentration analysis have been published. 

This contrasts with earlier reports where NMG reports were released for comment, following which there 

was engagement, response and sometimes correction. No such process has been followed for the 

concentration and SID analyses.  
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2. Executive summary 

We have identified significant problems in the data, methodologies and analyses employed by the HMI 

and its experts. Some of these problems have already been raised before in prior submissions and have 

not been adequately dealt with by the responses from the HMI. There is sufficient uncertainty in the 

analysis and subsequent findings of the HMI that results cannot be relied upon to draw meaningful 

conclusions upon which recommendations can be made.  

No attempt is made to adjust for benefit differences over time. The implicit assumption is that benefits 

by option are the same over the period of analysis which may not be true. Benefit changes could 

contribute to the unexplained portion of claims increases over time.  

We disagree with the approach taken to measure the burden of disease and the portion of increased 

costs attributed to increases in demographic profile and burden of disease. The Provisional Report 

chooses to adopt the narrow burden of disease, despite earlier criticisms of the methodology used as 

being an under representation of disease burden measurement. The HMI claims that using a broader 

definition of disease burden might mask the alleged effect of SID, but it accounts for disease burden 

more effectively than does the Narrow definition, and excluding it biases the SID results. The HMI should 

have performed the SID analysis using both ways because of the ambiguous effects. We believe the 

broad burden of diseases used in version 2 of the Willis Towers Watson / NMG reports for cost 

attribution represent a middle ground for measuring burden of disease and would be a more reasonable 

choice for the HMI's purposes. The choice to use a narrow instead of a broad burden of disease, results 

in larger unexplained cost increases, which are assigned by the HMI to various other alleged issues, such 

as concentration and so-called SID, without attribution to the overall unexplained increase in costs or 

reconciliation to overall observed trends. Alternative Broad burden of disease measures that did not 

include hospital data could also have been considered. 

The international comparisons to a selection of certain OECD countries is in many respects misleading. 

The OECD countries include public and private hospitals and are mostly universal or mandatory health 

systems. The analysis presents an incomplete view of how South Africa fares in relation to hospital 

utilisation. The countries included are a subset of OECD countries, and no grounds are given as to the 

basis for country selection. Comparisons between countries, even on utilisation statistics are 

challenging. The comparison does not consider any adjustments other than age and does not recognise 

the likely differences between universal health systems in the OECD and the voluntary health insurance 

system in South Africa. No adjustments are made for observable data differences. We note specifically 

that OECD data on hospital admissions excludes day cases, whereas the South African data used 

includes day cases. This makes the comparison as it stands in the report incorrect.  

We recognise the acknowledgement of the HMI that there is indeed anti-selection in the medical 

scheme environment but differ with the HMI's conclusion that anti-selection is not increasing costs over 

time. The anti-selection analysis done for the HMI is inadequate to address the question of whether 

anti-selection is contributing to claims increases over time. The worsening age profile over time of 

scheme beneficiaries provides some evidence of ongoing anti-selection, as does the slowly declining 

dependant ratio of families as affordability pressures mount. The higher claims escalation of open 
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schemes compared to restricted schemes provides further evidence. Open and restricted schemes 

operate in the same supply environment and yet open scheme costs escalate faster than restricted 

schemes after adjustments for risk profile. This is true even within the same administrator. Ample 

evidence has been presented on the ongoing effect of anti-selection and its possible remedies. Open 

medical scheme claims and contributions have increased faster than restricted schemes since open 

enrolment and community rating. This is true even within the Discovery Health administration 

environment where the only difference between the open and closed schemes is the exposure to anti-

selection.  

The HMI does not consider group versus individual members' claiming patterns, despite Discovery 

Health and Medscheme submissions showing how different these membership categories are. This is 

another explanatory variable that would aid in the understanding of claims trends (for instance, is the 

number of individuals increasing or decreasing on open schemes, relative to group membership), and 

differences in the claims trends between schemes (for instance when comparing DHMS to other open 

schemes).  

The HMI is of the view that mandatory membership should not be implemented until other remedies 

are put in place. We respectfully disagree. There is general consensus that costs would come down 

under a program of mandatory membership, particularly for open medical schemes. This would mean 

everyone above a certain income would be obliged to belong to a medical scheme, ideally within an 

environment with mandated income-based contribution tables. Given the magnitude of the effect of 

mandatory membership, which would be much greater than any other remedy suggested by the HMI, 

we believe this intervention should be strongly reconsidered as a priority relative to some of the other 

suggestions put forward by the HMI. Assuming a 10% saving for the market overall, in line with 

published SHI estimates and more recent work, mandatory membership would result in a saving per 

capita that would equate to a R12.4 bn saving per annum. This significantly outweighs other remedies 

put forward in the Provisional Report.  

The analysis relied upon by the HMI in the Provisional Report remains plagued by notable data and 

modelling issues. These include but are not limited to insufficient cleaning of the underlying data, 

inadequate risk adjustment, inadequate case mix adjustment, non-correspondence in exposure and 

claims, and an incorrect definition of hospital admissions. New data problems arise in the analyses 

underpinning the so-called SID analysis in the Provisional Report, including but not limited to a 

significant number of missing addresses, non-correspondence between beneficiary admissions and 

hospital locations, and incorrect hospital bed counts.  

The HMI's analysis of concentration is skewed by the removal of a large number of hospitals from the 

analysis, which is restricted to 195 hospitals. The removed hospitals seem to come disproportionately 

from NHN and independent hospitals, which artificially inflates the market share of the larger groups 

and which increases concentration measures. This approach leaves the concentration analysis deeply 

flawed.  

The so-called SID analysis performed by the HMI uses municipalities as the basis for the relevant 

catchment areas, rather than considering the approach used in the concentration analysis or the actual 
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selection of hospitals by patients. Using municipalities in this arbitrary way leads to significant erroneous 

conclusions in the analysis. Over 40% of admissions occur outside the patients' residential municipality. 

In addition, roughly 20% of beneficiaries did not have usable addresses to be geo-mapped in the so-

called SID analysis. Based on our own modelling these 20% were not evenly distributed across the 

municipalities. No allowance was made for socio-economic or access factors, such as income 

distribution or municipality population density, both of which would be expected to have some effect 

on utilisation patterns. Both of these variables vary widely by municipality and will have affected the 

results of the so-called SID analysis.  

The correlation between doctors per 100 population and admission rate is much higher than the 

correlation with beds per 100 population, for the overall admission rate and discipline specific models. 

If the hypothesis suggested by the HMI Provisional Report is correct the logical conclusion would be to 

place a moratorium on new doctors, rather than take any action on hospital licensing. This nonsensical 

conclusion highlights the logical inconsistencies in the modelling and results.   

Contrary to what is stated in the Provisional Report, hospital occupancy can be reliably calculated. 

Using a registered beds approach, private hospital occupancy is around 65% across a full week, with 

variations by day of the week, month of the year and other factors. Private hospital occupancy for 

weekdays is 70% for weekdays.  
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3. Previously raised issues 

The HMI provided a supplementary report titled "Summary of and Responses to Issues Raised in 

Submissions and Expenditure Analysis Reports". While some minor issues raised in our earlier 

submissions have been acknowledged and corrected, we remain of the view that certain significant flaws 

remain in the updated expenditure and analysis reports.  

We note that NMG highlights that "The trends in the expenditure analysis reports are not intended as 

a complete analysis of competition or the proper functioning of the healthcare system, and provide 

background information to the CCHMI panel and the other analysis teams performing analysis for the 

CCHMI". However, the data prepared by NMG has been used extensively by the HMI's other experts 

and analysis and commentary in the reports themselves continue to suffer from certain deficiencies.  

 

3.1. Exposure and correspondence 

The NMG analysis "Overall cost trends and Attribution analyses" uses medical scheme beneficiary 

membership data and claims data. We note the defence of this approach in the HMI Summary and 

Response document, and we remain of the view that the approach is flawed.  

The principle of correspondence is a fundamental actuarial principle. The HMI Summary and Responses 

report mentions various reasons for using the beneficiary count rather than months exposed including 

the necessity for an assumption in linearity for claims per month, and the access to benefits for those 

with less than 12 months exposure in a year, especially leavers. The HMI fails to recognise the difference 

between the propensity to claim, and the claim amount in such an argument. We would suggest that, 

after adjusting for seasonality, a beneficiary exposed for one month is 1/12th as likely to make a claim 

than a beneficiary exposed for 12 months. This is the very nature of the idea behind the "exposed to 

risk" idea which is central to actuarial work. This is most obviously true for someone claiming regularly 

for chronic medication, but the principle applies similarly to other claim types. Leavers and joiners could 

still be identified, and beneficiaries labelled as such to isolate the effect of differences in access to 

benefits, and costs in close proximity to death.  

The HMI Summary and Response report mentions various tests and running of models using exposure 

adjusted approaches which show consistent results. However, this is not done for all analyses and doubt 

remains as to the distorting effect this approach could have on various specific analyses. For instance, 

the administrator and scheme type analysis in the Funders report. If there are differences in new business 

rates or lapse rates, or differences in average duration of membership between different administrators 

and scheme types, this would distort the comparative analyses.  

Using the joiner/leavers field is an inadequate compensation for the mismatch in exposure and claims 

and mixes the purpose of the variable (to consider if joiner and claimers have different claims patterns) 

with the period of exposure for joiner and leavers. If joiners and leavers were exposed to a different 

number of months on average, this would undermine any insight that could be gained into the relative 

claiming patterns of joiner and leavers, without a post hoc adjustment.  
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Conducting the analysis on a per life per month basis, which we suggested in our early commentary on 

the approach taken, would have removed most of this distortion leaving only differences due to monthly 

seasonality differences in membership, which would be a much smaller effect (and which could also 

have been adjusted for, noting that these seasonal distortions are inherent in the NMG analysis anyway). 

We are of the firm view that the broad consensus among actuaries doing work of this nature, whether 

it is via GLM modelling or alternative methods, and whether the work be for the purpose of claims 

experience analysis or pricing, would take exposure into account in their modelling according to the 

principle of correspondence. It is no more complicated or demanding to program the models in this 

fashion and a significant bias would be removed from the analysis.  

 

3.2. Burden of disease 

The HMI Provisional Report acknowledges the two burden of disease approaches in version 2 of the 

NMG attribution analysis report but adopts the narrow burden of disease arguing the broad burden of 

disease will mask so-called SID effects. We disagree with this rationale. While it is true that more 

healthcare claims will lead to a measured increase in the burden of disease, removing some component 

of the burden of disease in favour of leaving more of the unexplained increase to so-called SID is a self-

fulfilling argument. The problem stems from the inability to directly attribute increases in cost to so-

called SID, an issue we have commented on in response to submissions by other market stakeholders. 

It is disappointing that the HMI has elected to ignore a directly verifiable measure of burden of disease, 

in favour of a self-reinforcing theory that what is not explained by demographics as a burden of disease 

must accordingly constitute so-called SID.  

The NMG attribution reports show 0,39% as the increase in narrow burden of disease per annum over 

and above age and gender over the analysis period (1,61% for the broad burden of disease). The 

negligible increase in the narrow burden of disease is unreasonably low given the wealth of evidence to 

the contrary, submitted by stakeholders using more typical methods. Our own estimates using Risk 

Equalisation Fund (REF) tables from the CMS website, available over the period 2005 to 2010, suggest 

that the disease burden measures used in the REF table (which include Chronic Disease List - CDL disease 

counts, multiple chronic disease counts and maternity counts) add 1,4% per annum to the effect of age 

over the same period. The REF metrics for disease counts do not include hospitalisation data and were 

refined to ensure accurate accounting for disease prevalence through extensive industry consultation. 

Multiple chronic disease prevalence is allowed. The number of maternity cases is allowed for, which 

while typically done in hospital, cannot be attributed to so-called SID. This sort of approach would have 

been more robust and defensible approach to measuring the burden of disease over time. Discovery 

estimate that demand side inflation (changes to member demographics and burden of disease) 

contributed 2.9% per annum over the period 2008 to 2015. The larger driver for Discovery Health's 

claims increases has been the increase in chronic disease prevalence (59%) compared to a change in 
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the average age (6,9%)1. In their submission to the HMI, Medscheme show the increase in claims per 

annum attributable to burden of disease, over and above age, is 2.6% between 2008 and 2013.  

The CMS shows significant increases in chronic disease prevalence over time, particularly non-

communicable diseases. This is over and above the change in age profile of scheme members. We 

include here an example for Diabetes Mellitus Type 22.  

Figure 1: Diabetes Mellitus 2 by age and gender over time, CMS data 

 

These CDL measures of disease prevalence do not relate to hospitalisation, and so are not prone to be 

confused with so-called SID.  

The narrow burden of disease approach makes no allowance for patients with multiple conditions. The 

CMS has shown significant increases in members with multiple conditions over time3.  

 

  

                                                           
1 http://www.compcom.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Discovery-Presentation-1.pdf 
2 http://medicalschemes.com/files/Research%20Briefs/CD2006_2011_20131115.pdf 
3 http://medicalschemes.com/files/Research%20Briefs/PrevalanceOfChronicDiseasMAS2007_2012.pdf 
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Figure 2: Multiple CDL conditions: 2007 – 2012:  

 

 

The hurdle criteria for assigning a beneficiary into each of the clinical categories used by NMG is overly 

stringent. We consider the so-called broad burden of disease used in the NMG report, as a middle of 

the road estimate of burden of disease and more suitable for analysis than the narrow approach 

selected. Burden of disease in general is discussed more broadly later in the report.  

One objection raised in the Provisional Report to the use of the broad burden of disease is that it 

includes clinical data derived from hospital admissions, and in so doing will allegedly hide so-called SID 

effects. This is only true because of the manner in which the broad burden of disease has been defined. 

Alternatives could have been considered that do not suffer the same risks. We note for instance, the 

reductionist approach taken by NMG in their clinical categorisation, whereby patients have to meet a 

number of criteria in order to be counted as belonging to each of their clinical categories. These 

restrictions could be reduced or removed, recognising for instance the possibility that some patients 

may pay out of pocket for some of their treatments, or have limited out of hospital benefits and 

therefore their claims will not appear in scheme claims data, allowing them to make the cut into one of 

the clinical categories used. At least it would have been useful to see the drop off of patients who have 

been diagnosed with one of the NMG clinical conditions, but then failed to make the hurdles set by 

them in order to count. Accounting for comorbidities would have been another necessary layer in the 

disease burden measurement used. It is common cause that patients with multiple chronic conditions 

have high claims expenses and admission rates to hospital.  

Another alternative would have been to use the REF tables submitted by schemes and published by the 

Council for Medical Schemes (“CMS”). Significant industry effort went into refining the methods behind 

these tables, which include counts of the CDL conditions, comorbidities and maternity cases over time. 

We considered such an approach in our initial expert testimony report and showed that over the 2005 
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to 2010 period, the prevalence of the CDLs added 1,4% per annum to the increase in PMB costs over 

and above age. This is close to being in line with NMG’s broad burden of disease measure, albeit over 

a different period. This is without incorporating any hospital-based clinical information in the burden of 

disease measure. We note that the CMS has continued to publish REF type tables under the auspices of 

Industry Technical Advisory Panel (“ITAP”), but that the REF grid counts have not been updated since 

2012. Considering the HMI's suggestion that a Risk Equalisation Fund be implemented, we suggest the 

CMS be prompted to revive the accurate collection and publication of this data, which is a meaningful 

monitoring mechanism for scheme risk profiles over time. 

 

3.3. Hospital admissions 

Hospital measures in the Provisional Report remain afflicted by the incorrect definition of a hospital 

admission. The inclusion of outpatients and emergency room encounters significantly distorts hospital 

admissions statistics. Admission rates are inflated, costs per admission and length of stay metrics are 

deflated, and variations between hospitals groups are distorted by differences in the proportion of 

facilities that have outpatient and emergency room facilities, which is not considered in the analysis. The 

mix of hospital admissions is significantly distorted, showing a high number of admissions with a GP as 

the treating doctor, which is not an accurate depiction of private hospital admissions in South Africa. 

This also affects any regional analysis where there are variations in the number of hospitals that have 

emergency rooms, which will distort the same metrics and make meaningful conclusions impossible.  

The NMG report describes the reasons for electing to use claims data to define hospital admission start 

and end dates, rather than hospital authorisation information. It does indeed take some effort to work 

with hospital authorisation data, but this is the only reliable way to define the start and end of hospital 

admissions accurately. Related claims associated with admissions (radiology, pathology, doctor bills etc. 

will be inaccurately assigned to admissions due to problems with the admission and discharge dates 

using this method). Methods using claims data are susceptible to distortions in the way hospital bills 

are submitted and alternative reimbursement models without accurate length of stay metrics on the 

claim. A hospital claim submitted for payment contains tariff codes quantities, claimed amounts and 

service dates. There is variation in the way hospitals provide these service dates and discharge dates are 

not typically included on the bill. While a consistent methodology can be developed from claims data, 

consistent results will not be achieved using this approach. In addition, the hospital claims data lacks 

clinical coding regarding procedures. Complete Procedural Terminology4 (CPT) coding has long been 

the standard of clinical coding for private hospital admissions in South Africa. The combination of CPT 

codes and ICD 10 codes have been used to develop Diagnosis Related Groups for use in South Africa, 

first by 3M, then by Discovery Health and Insight. Aside from the private hospitals’ internal models of 

case classification (which also use CPT codes), the Discovery and Insight groupers are the only 

meaningful case mix measurement tools in use in the South African private sector.  

                                                           
4 CPT coding is a 5-digit coding system licensed by the South African Medical Association. More information 
can be found here: https://www.samedical.org/private-health/ccsa_complete_cpt_for_south_africa 
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We note that Quantium Health, the experts used by the HMI for its so-called SID analysis, removed 

hospital admissions with a length of stay of zero (effectively removing outpatients and emergency room 

visits) from their analysis to compare admission rates to OECD data. Notwithstanding other factors that 

need to be considered when making such international comparisons, their removal of outpatients and 

emergency room encounters aligns with our view of hospital admissions. They further affirm that 

"General Practitioners were excluded because, by and large, they do not manage patients in hospital".5  

NMG argue in their Technical Annexure, that any claim from a hospital is regarded as an admission, 

even if no accommodation codes are included on the claim. We maintain our disagreement with this 

approach. Patients can visit a hospitals outpatient facility much like seeing a GP practice, for a 

consultation or a minor procedure. Depending on the practice structure of the particular facility, this will 

either get billed under the hospital practice number, or a GP based casualty practice number. We have 

engaged with funders and providers extensively on casualty facility analyses. From these engagements 

we know that casualty visits are billed for in an inconsistent fashion. Certain hospitals routinely bill facility 

(not accommodation) fees for casualty visits whilst other hospitals do not routinely bill for casualty visits.  

The majority of casualty visits do not result in a hospital admission (roughly 7 out of 10). A significant 

proportion of these visits can best be described as primary care consultations. Members tend to opt for 

primary care at casualty practices for reasons of convenience. In this way, hospital admissions as defined 

by the HMI include an indeterminate number of primary care consultations. The fact that primary care 

consultations take place in proximity of a hospital and make use of hospital facilities does not render a 

primary care consultation a hospital admission. These claims do not attract the typical GP out of hospital 

consultation fee, but facility fees associated with a casualty visit. For example, tariff codes such as 58407 

(for dispensed items) and 58301 (minor emergency room fee). In the NMG approach a claim with these 

tariff codes would be counted as an admission, even though the patient was not admitted, and was 

treated for a minor primary care encounter. This should not constitute an admission.  

By way of an example, we include here an extract of a claim statement for the author of this report, 

made for a claim in the Netcare hospitals Christian Barnard Hospital in June of 2018. The claim was for 

treatment of a minor abrasion.  

 

According to the NMG methodology, since this claim is from a hospital practice number it would be 

counted as an admission, despite the patient not being admitted or spending any time in a ward.  

                                                           
5 Page 388, second bullet 
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This will also distort case mix analysis. A patient treated for a respiratory condition, treated by a GP, 

would be expected to have the same cost as an admission for pneumonia managed by a GP in hospital. 

As we have pointed out, hospitals do not bill consistently for casualty encounters, and so this will also 

distort analyses by hospital or hospital group.  

 

3.4. Case mix 

Case mix measurement over time and between hospital groups is attempted in the NMG analyses using 

their adaptation of publicly available clinical coding groupings for ICD codes, and their own mappings 

of Reference Price List (RPL) codes to procedure group. Given the problems with the admission 

definition outlined above, case mix measurement will produce flawed results for hospital admissions, 

due to emergency room encounters and outpatients being included, as these are not true hospital 

admissions.  

The clinical groupings used by NMG are far too blunt to adequately capture case mix variation by 

hospital group or changes in case mix over time. Severity, complexity and comorbidity are not 

considered. These important components of case mix measurement are built into DRGs, which are more 

typically used for such a purpose. DRGs are groups based on a trade-off between clinical specificity and 

resource use homogeneity, with consideration for a meaningful number of groupings. DRG groupings 

include age and gender modifications when they assist in homogeneity.  

While their approach provides insufficient clinical specificity and inadequate resource homogeneity, it 

also introduces spurious detail by including specialty type. While this would be useful for monitoring 

admission patterns by speciality, this should not be separated out in case mix measurement.  

 

3.5. Tariff codes 

In our earlier responses to reports and data room time we raised certain tariff related issues we found 

in the data. For example, we found that NMG were not allocating certain Mediclinic day ward and theatre 

tariff codes to the right category, which would skew their results on admission type and length of stay.  

The NMG Technical Annexure did not respond specifically to this previously raised issue. Despite 

repeated requests to access the claims file in our August and September data room visits, the file was 

not made available and we therefore could not test this issue.  

 

3.6. Data cleaning 

In our earlier responses to reports and data room time, we raised certain data cleaning issues we thought 

were important to consider and remedy. Duplicate claims, rejected claims, etc. can cause errors in 

analysis. While the NMG Technical Annexure responds in general to some of the issues raised, we were 

not able to test the corrections despite repeated requests to access the claims file during our August 

and September 2018 data room visits, the file was not made available. 
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3.7. Anti-selection 

We welcome the HMI's recognition that anti-selection is present in the medical scheme market and is a 

contributor to high claims. However, we hold a different opinion on whether anti-selection is a 

contributor to claims increases over time.  

We have shown in earlier submissions to the HMI that the age profile of medical scheme membership 

is different to that of the population as a whole and also different to the age profile of income earners 

above the tax threshold. We have also shown that over time, this age distribution has shifted older, 

which has contributed to cost increases over time. This is largely supported by the HMI's own analysis. 

However, this comparative age distribution analysis considers only the demographic component. We 

provided examples of other types of anti-selection, such as maternity claims. Other stakeholders have 

provided evidence of anti-selection for certain clinical conditions that show clear patterns of anti-

selection and their increasing incidence over time Discovery Health show the pattern of claims for 

certain high-risk conditions indicating patients with these conditions are likely to join the scheme to 

obtain funding for treatment6.  

The HMI's analysis on anti-selection did not adequately consider the phenomenon in its various 

manifestations, but only looked at the claiming patterns by duration. We note that the NMG Funders 

report still does not explicitly correct for exposure distortions in its tables 23 and 24, consigning the 

important observation to the section's closing paragraph that "there may be increased claims associated 

with new joiners" and "… seeking cover at a time of need is a rational decision to make." The report 

however does not show the effect over time and therefore the statement that "… this effect appears to 

be stable and present for a long time in the medical scheme industry and is therefore not contributing 

materially to the claims increases experienced over the period analysed" cannot be tested on the results 

provided. The problems introduced by the approach to exposure cause significant problems with the 

analysis as presented. The report states that "The overall average beneficiary is covered for 10.8 months 

of the year, while the average new beneficiary is only covered for 6.7 months of the year. This is a gap of 

around 38%, whereas the claims gap is around 20% for all schemes and 13% for restricted schemes where 

underwriting is less common." The average exposure of the average beneficiary is not the same over all 

of the years in the NMG analysis, which affects the results presented. It cannot be gleaned from the 

results presented that the claiming patterns of new joiners are stable over the period.  

The HMI analysis also ignores a key feature of their own findings from the tables. One might expect 

anti-selection to manifest via an increase in the burden of disease. Tables 23 and 24 show a marked 

difference in the actual, versus expected claims for beneficiaries with exposure of <1 year when 

adjusting for the narrow and broad burden of disease. Open scheme beneficiaries claim 27.68% less 

than other years (16.6% more correcting for exposure) when adjusting for the broad burden of disease; 

whereas open scheme beneficiaries claim 15% less (37% more when correcting for exposure) when 

adjusting for the narrow burden of disease. This is a remarkable difference showing the higher burden 

                                                           
6 http://www.compcom.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Discovery-Health-and-DHMS-submission-on-
regulatory-gaps.pdf 
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of disease for new joiners even when only measured by the increment between the narrow and broad 

burden of disease, which is shown in the overall attribution analysis to have a much smaller effect. This 

further supports the need to use the broad burden of disease (or some other improved broad burden 

of disease measure) in the overall analysis of the HMI, given that ignoring the additional component 

captured in the broad measure misstates the effect.  

The conclusions as to the effect of new joiners over time in the NMG report is also incorrect in that new 

joiners include members moving between schemes. These members are not entering the medical 

scheme system but may just be changing jobs or changing schemes. This will mute any anti-selective 

effect. While the proportion of new joiner beneficiaries by year is decreasing over the period (18.47% to 

12.45% over 2010 to 2014) this could be due to a change in the movement of beneficiaries between 

schemes in the industry, noting that beneficiary growth over the period was 1.5% per annum (CMS 

data). It is not possible from the data available to NMG to distinguish between new joiners to the 

industry, and movement between schemes. This issue is not acknowledged in the analysis.  

The analysis also does not consider the overall effect of anti-selection. While this behaviour sometimes 

manifests around an acute need for treatment, such as an elective procedure or birth after which the 

beneficiary may leave the system having received the necessary treatment. In other cases, beneficiaries 

who become ill join and stay in the system to get treatment, sometimes even in spite of waiting periods 

imposed. It would have therefore been instructive to analyse such beneficiaries over time by means of 

a cohort study, in order to get a better sense of the contribution of such behaviour to overall claims 

cost trends.  

The anti-selection analysis done for the HMI is inadequate to address the question of whether anti-

selection is contributing to claims increases over time. The evidence used to come to that conclusion is 

insufficient. The HMI’s election to adopt the narrow burden of disease approach relates to this issue, in 

that it understates the effect of anti-selection on claims increases over time which manifests clearly in 

the significant difference in actual and expected claims for new joiners when allowing for either narrow 

or broad burden of disease measurement. The choice to use narrow burden of disease dismisses this 

effect.  

Another illustration of the effect of anti-selection is to consider the claims experience of open and 

restricted schemes over time. We have made comments on this matter in earlier submissions, but 

include an over view here, as well as additional comment arising from the NMG Funder analysis.  

Table 1:  Gross Contribution Income increases per beneficiary per annum 

  Average Annual GCI 

Increase pbpa  

(2000 - 2016)  

Average Annual GCI 

Increase pbpa  

(2000 - 2006) 

Average Annual GCI 

Increase pbpa  

(2007 - 2016)  

Open schemes 9.8% 11.4% 8.9% 

All restricted schemes 8.0% 8.3% 7.9% 

Open schemes excluding DHMS 9.8% 10.8% 9.2% 

Restricted schemes excluding GEMS 8.0% 8.3% 7.8% 

Source: CMS annual reports 
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Open medical scheme contributions have increased faster than those of restricted schemes since the 

implementation of community rating and open enrolment. This effect holds with and without GEMS and 

DHMS in the analysis. The effect also holds before and after GEMS illustrating that the difference does 

not arise from GEMS removing healthy lives from open schemes as some other commentators have 

suggested. Open and restricted schemes operate in the same supply environment, and are confronted 

with the same changes in hospitals and hospital bed numbers.  

GEMS presents a special case with respect to underwriting and anti-selection. Although GEMS is a 

restricted scheme, membership is not compulsory. A generous subsidy policy provides an incentive to 

belong to GEMS rather than other schemes. GEMS not being compulsory and not applying any waiting 

periods exposed the scheme to anti-selection as members joined, claimed and left the scheme. During 

2017 GEMS implemented some limited underwriting which has saved the scheme in excess of R1 bn per 

annum7.  

The same effect is shown in the NMG Funders report.  

Table 2: increases in all claims cost trends, 2010-2014 

  
Narrow Broad 

 

Total Explained Unexplained Explained Unexplained 

DHMS 7.99% 0.63% 1.77% 1.88% 0.51% 

DH restricted schemes 5.65% -1.10% 1.15% 3.43% -3.39% 

Other open 11.62% 2.28% 3.74% 3.87% 2.15% 

Large restricted 9.10% 0.55% 2.94% 1.88% 1.62% 

Other restricted 8.18% 1.56% 1.01% 3.76% -1.19% 

GEMS 10.92% 3.89% 1.43% 4.81% 0.51% 

 

The table above shows differences in the increases in costs per exposed beneficiary per annum in various 

scheme groupings, and how much of these increases are explained by the GL models used by NMG 

using the narrow and broad burden of disease approaches (adapted from tables 55 to 66 of the funders 

report). Open schemes have higher overall claims increases, and higher unexplained increases. In the 

case of Discovery in particular, we can see the result most plainly. Discovery Health administered 

restricted schemes had increased claims of 5,65% per annum whereas the open scheme DHMS had 

increased claims of 7,99% per annum. DHMS also had higher unexplained increases, particularly on the 

broad burden of disease measure. These schemes, within the same Discovery Health administration 

environment are subject to the same supply side factors (hospitals, doctors, and even Discovery Health's 

provider networks), the same management team lauded by the HMI, they pay the same tariffs and have 

the same tariff increases. The only difference between them is the exposure to anti-selection. Since the 

difference we can observe in this analysis is for claims increases over time, it seems clear that anti-

selection is indeed driving up costs over time.  

                                                           
7 https://www.gems.gov.za/corporate/about-gems/-/media/F10F005F2BAB49FFA71E92558F7D0D29.ashx 
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In its so-called SID analysis, the HMI makes the point that halving the ICU rate per head of population 

approximately R2,7bn could be saved annually. The saving per capita from mandatory membership 

would amount to significantly more. Using a conservative 10% reduction in per capita claims the effect 

would be R12,4bn (using 2014 total claims paid from CMS data). This is a far more significant effect than 

the suggested ICU change and does not call into question doctor autonomy and clinical decision 

making. 

  

3.8. Other issues 

Alternative reimbursement models (“ARM”) are not fully represented in the claims data used by the HMI. 

Certain ARM models operate outside of claims data stored in administrator systems. For example, over 

the time of the period considered in the HMI analysis, Netcare had a large-scale alternative 

reimbursement increase in place with Discovery Health. This ARM covered all Netcare hospital costs in 

a case mix adjusted cost per admission basis. Underlying claims data was submitted as normal for 

monitoring, but the claims experience was monitored and reconciled to the agreed case mix adjusted 

cost per admission figure. This ARM agreement was in force between 2012 and 2014 Over the period 

considered and accounted for more than R3 bn in claims per year,  
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4. OECD comparisons 

Chapter 8 of the HMI Provisional Report on so-called SID includes a section comparing admission rates 

in South Africa to certain OECD countries (pages 377 to 382). The Provisional Report recognises the 

difficulties in comparing costs between different countries and suggests that comparing utilisation 

metrics is less contentious. While utilisation comparisons have fewer complex factors to consider, they 

should still be done with due care, consideration, and, where necessary, adjustment for known 

differentiating factors. This is especially true when comparing a subset of one market (the private sector 

in South Africa) to principally public sector figures (as in the case in respect of the OECD figures).  

The analysis in the Provisional Report only allows for an adjustment for the age distribution of the 

populations compared. Admissions with a zero length of stay were removed from the South African 

data to make figures more comparable to OECD data, although we note this is not explicitly mentioned 

in the report itself. The matter was raised and confirmed in a telephone conference with the HMI's 

experts for this analysis, Quantium. This stands in contrast to the approach taken in the HMI's other 

reports and analysis of hospital admissions throughout the rest of the Provisional Report where 

outpatients and emergency room encounters are included in admission counts. The HMI's experts 

appear to disagree with one another on the appropriate basis to define and measure hospital 

admissions.   

We were disappointed to discover in our teleconference with Quantium that they had not seen our 

report for the Hospital Association of South Africa (“HASA”) (International Benchmarking of Hospital 

utilisation: How does the South African private hospital sector compare, November 2014), which compared 

hospital utilisation statistics for South Africa to other countries. This report was made available to the 

HMI and is published on their website. Quantium confirmed that they had not seen the report. Our 

report illustrates the type of adjustments that should be made when making cross country comparisons 

of hospital utilisation. The research for HASA also shows a more holistic hospital utilisation view as it 

considers admission rates, length of stay and bed numbers per capita.  

Data for international comparisons should not be taken at face value. Healthcare systems are by their 

very nature complex and multi-faceted. Drawing conclusions from the experience of other countries is 

difficult. It is advisable to consider observed hospital utilisation within the broader country's health 

policy context8.  

In terms of bed numbers, the figure below compares OECD countries to the private sector in South 

Africa. In earlier reports Econex showed South African private hospital beds at a level of 3,96 per 1,000 

beneficiaries. We note the HMI uses a slightly higher figure of 4.21 in the Provisional Report (figure 6.11, 

chapter 6).  

  

                                                           
8 https://www.hasa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/HASA-Intl-utilisation-benchmarking-Final-
20141123.pdf. Also available on the HMI website 
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Figure 3: Hospital beds by country 

Source: OECD Health Statistics Database 2014 and Econex (2013) 

 

Our HASA report discusses a basis on which comparator countries might be selected. We used an 

economic approach considering Gross National Income (GNI) figures by country and a derived GNI for 

the South African private sector. We excluded countries with less than 1 million citizens, and countries 

with a GNI less than half the derived figure for the South African private sector. This approach arrives at 

44 comparator countries. Reliable comparable hospital data in the public domain could not be sourced 

for 10 of these countries. We sourced data from OECD published data, the European Hospital Morbidity 

Database ("EHMD"), and national government published data. All in all, 38 comparator countries were 

included in our analysis. We are of the view that this approach to country selection is superior to the 

approach adopted by Quantium in the HMI SID chapter. We note that an OECD subset of 17 countries 

is used in the HMI report without any explanation of how these 17 countries were selected. Such an 

explanation is critical since South Africa is highlighted as having the third highest admission rate. This 

could be a function of the countries selected rather than underlying utilisation differences, noting that 

if South Africa were excluded, there would be wide variation in admission rates for the 17 countries 

shown. A sound basis for choosing comparator countries is critical for any cross-country comparison.  

We note in our report adjustments that are required when making such comparisons. These include 

adjusting for how different countries deal with new-borns (some countries treat new-borns as separate 

admissions and some do not). It is also important to consider definitions of bed-days, length of stay 

and day cases.  

Our HASA report also includes both admission rates and length of stay, and therefore, overall bed days 

can be considered. Considering only admission rates to hospital does not provide a holistic view of 

hospital utilisation. The SID chapter mentions the intention to consider length of stay, as well as 
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admission rates9, but then goes on to analyse only admission rates. We questioned Quantium about 

this on a call during a session in the HMI data room and were informed that they ran out of time to 

analyse and include bed day per capita and length of stay calculations in their chapter. Unfortunately, 

the omission is not acknowledged in the Provisional Report.  

We note in our HASA report that the proportion of total admissions which day cases constitute, varies 

widely by country, reflecting structural differences in the way care is delivered. This can bias international 

comparisons if not taken into account.   

The SID chapter notes that all countries used in the comparison have universal healthcare systems. While 

the analysis adjusts for age profile differences, this does not fully account for anti-selection in the private 

sector in South Africa. The HMI report acknowledges the effect of anti-selection on the local private 

market as causing higher costs. This would translate directly to higher hospital admissions. This should 

be a caveat for the comparator analysis.  

We note also that from calculations supplied by Quantium that age adjustment was only done for South 

Africa (against the average age distribution of the selected countries). This means that the comparison 

to each country and the ranking is not a like for like comparison.  

Comparing in-patient admission rates against the EHMD, we found South Africa had a higher than 

average admission rate and lower than average length of stay. South Africa ranked 8th out of 23 

comparator countries.  

Figure 4: Overnight admission rates by country 

 

 

OECD data defines a hospital discharge as: "Hospital discharge rates measure the number of patients 

who leave a hospital after receiving care. Hospital discharge is defined as the release of a patient who has 

                                                           
9 Page 377: "for example, do areas where with more beds per head of population exhibit more admissions or 
longer lengths of stay than those with fewer beds, other factors being equal. We have examined this effect for 
practitioners … as well as facilities."  
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stayed at least one night in hospital. It includes deaths in hospital following inpatient care. Same-day 

discharges are usually excluded."10 In our comparison of South African hospital utilisation data to these 

countries, we adopted the same definition in order to compare like with like.  

In a discussion with Quantium in the data room, they confirmed that all admissions from the admissions 

file provide by NMG were included I their comparative analysis, except for cases that attracted no 

accommodation. In other words, they removed the emergency room and outpatient hospital 

encounters, but included day cases in their analysis. Since day cases are included in the South African 

figures used to compare to the OECD data which only contains overnight cases, this is not a like for like 

comparison. As noted above, Quantium informed us during discussions in the data room that outpatient 

cases had been removed from their analysis. This was confirmed in the data supplied by them which 

showed removal of cases with a length of stay <1, which amounted to between 21% and 23% of cases 

over the period. They did not however remove day cases with a length of stay equal to one from their 

analysis, which makes their figures non-comparable to the OECD data which only shows overnight cases. 

Removing day cases would lower the South African admission rates substantially putting South Africa's 

figures lower down in the rankings shown.  

Figure 5: Length of stay by country 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
10 https://data.oecd.org/healthcare/hospital-discharge-rates.htm 
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Figure 6: Overnight admission rates and length of stay by country 

 

 

Considering the EHMD dataset, South Africa ranks 8th out of 23 countries comparing bed days per 1,000 

per annum, in other words, the South African private sector has the 8th lowest bed days per 1,000 

population usage out of 23 comparator countries.  

Figure 7: bed days per 1,000 capita by country, risk adjusted, EHMD comparator dataset 

 

 

Compared to the larger OECD dataset, South Africa ranks 9th out of 42 countries in bed days per 1,000, 

in other words, the South African private sector has the 9th lowest bed days per 1,000 population usage 

out of 42 countries.  
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Figure 8: bed days per 1,000 capita by country, risk adjusted, OECD comparator dataset 

 

(note the differences by country between the two datasets represent the differences in risk adjustment 

approaches possible) 

We also show that, across countries, there is a strong correlation between beds per 1,000 and bed days 

per 1,000. On this comparison, South Africa is in line with the implied pattern in the data. This gives no 

cause for alarm in terms of alleged excessive or spurious utilisation of hospital beds. Overall, we 

conclude the following in our research. "Considering two separate data sources, South Africa appears to 

have mid- to high- range admission rates with low length of stays. On a combined basis, the bed days 

used per 1 000 for South Africa appears near the lower end of the spectrum which would indicate South 

Africa is making fairly efficient use of its hospital resources".  
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Figure 9: bed days per 1,000 versus beds per 1,000 by country (OECD comparator dataset) 

 

The OECD section in the SID chapter of the HMI report presents a much more biased view of hospital 

admission rates to supports its hypothesis. We have concerns that the ICU analysis performed suffers 

from the same flaws.  
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5. SEP rebate transfer 

Pages 233 and 234 of the Facilities section of the Provisional Report discusses the circumstances and 

outcomes of the change in tariffs agreed between hospitals and funders upon the removal of rebates 

from medicines due to the implementation of Single Exit Price regulation and the removal of rebates 

from surgical consumables by general industry agreement. The way this is described by the HMI entirely 

mischaracterises the process that took place in that period. Up to that point it was generally understood 

and accepted that hospitals were under recovering costs on tariff items for wards and theatre charges. 

Profit was instead made through rebates on medicines and surgical consumables. This was not unlawful 

as is suggested in the HMI report. The increases in tariff prices in response to the removal of the rebates 

was generally done on a zero-sum-game basis.  

It seems odd to take the view that a regulation designed to control the prices of medicine could be 

used to incidentally reduce the operating margins of a hospital.  

The author of this report was involved in negotiations and calculations of rebates and tariff adjustments 

for hospitals and funders. The criminal characterisation is wholly untrue and the way the process is 

described completely inaccurate. We suggest that this section be removed or materially rewritten from 

the Provisional Report.  
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6. Burden of disease 

The NMG attribution report bases its conclusions on “narrow” and “broad” definitions of disease burden 

applied to medical scheme claims data. The narrow definition uses ICD10 diagnosis codes, and Clinical 

Classification Software (CCS) from the US to create 18 clinically consistent groups. Data inputs include 

numbers of out of hospital medical practitioner consultations within diagnosis groups, and medication 

claims. The broad definition adds data sources to the approach, including hospital data.   

The HMI Provisional Report elects to base its findings on the narrow burden of disease approach, and, 

therefore, finds that there is a residual unexplained increase that can be attributed to so-called SID.  

The NMG approach does not consider the PMB CDL conditions, or beneficiaries with comorbidities, 

which has been a long-established method in the industry of measuring chronicity, since the Risk 

Equalisation Fund was in its shadow reporting period. NMG provide no substantiation or references for 

its derived methodology.  

Disease burden is not simply a population register of diagnoses. Disease is “generated, experienced, 

defined, and ameliorated within a social world”, to meet the needs of patients, health professionals who 

are to develop theories of causation and pathology and inform treatment, and policy makers (to 

understand determinants of disease and impact of treatment in order to design and manage health care 

systems).11 

Value judgments are involved (e.g. disputes over definitions of alcoholism, chronic fatigue syndrome, 

and attention-deficit disorder) and definitions may be contentious because diseases mediate patients' 

claims to the sick state, decide access to health care resources, structure the practice of health care and 

its reimbursement systems, and inform debates about health policies and priorities.  

Advocates of clinical and research funding for cardiovascular disease might use mortality data to 

support their claims, while mental health advocates can cite morbidity measures in seeking greater 

resources. Data on causes of childhood mortality would justify certain priorities; analyses of health care 

spending others.  

No single measure definitively characterises a population's burden of disease. The measure chosen 

should be fit for purpose. In the case of the HMI the purpose is to understand drivers of increased 

scheme expenditure over time. This suggests that consideration be given as to which factors might best 

explain increases in costs over time. However, this approach was not adopted in the HMI analyses.  

The HMI’s rationale for using the narrow burden of disease is at least in part attributable to the view 

that scheme members are not getting sicker, but rather providers are just treating patients more. A clear 

understanding of this view suggests that it is new patients the doctors are seeking to mis-diagnose 

rather than increase treatment for their already sick patients. This view implies that the burden of disease 

is not increasing by much and is explained by the ageing of scheme members. This view also masks the 

effect of anti-selection increasing costs over time, which would manifest as an increase in the burden of 

                                                           
11 Jones DS, Podolsky SH, Greene JA. The Burden of Disease and the Changing Task of Medicine. N Engl J Med. 
2012;366(25):2333-2338. doi:10.1056/NEJMp1113569 
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disease as sicker patients enter the system once they are sick and/or need treatment. In the case of a 

chronic illness, these patients will likely stay in the system to retain coverage, while for acute treatments 

like childbirth, they may leave once all necessary costs and risks have been covered.  

The choice to use the Narrow burden of disease is not an evidence-based decision. Rather it is based 

on the presumptive view that patients cannot be getting sicker, or rather, the burden of disease cannot 

be getting worse in society in general, and that the increase in chronic incidence (for instance) is driven 

by supply side incentives. In our view there is ample evidence, including evidence outside of medical 

scheme claims, to confirm that the burden of disease in South Africa is indeed getting worse, particularly 

in the case of non-communicable disease.  

 

6.1. Data 

Ample evidence has been presented to the HMI on the increasing burden of disease by funders, such 

as Discovery Health, which will not be repeated here. There is, however, ample external evidence that 

can be presented untainted by the process of the market inquiry that speaks to changes in disease 

burden. We focus here on Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs) as it is these diseases driving up much 

of the burden of disease in the private sector in South Africa, rather than infectious diseases, which 

continue to have a larger impact on the public sector.  

We cite for instance the "Strategic Plan for the Prevention and Control of Non-Communicable Diseases 

2013-17"12. This report speaks to the increasing burden of communicable disease in South Africa, and 

the significant consequence of this increase if left unchecked. The report notes that for the country as a 

whole, HIV and tuberculosis still represent a large focus of public health disease priorities, but that NCDs 

are a rising epidemic that require attention.  

 

  

                                                           
12 
http://www.hsrc.ac.za/uploads/pageContent/3893/NCDs%20STRAT%20PLAN%20%20CONTENT%208%20april
%20proof.pdf 
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Figure 10: Hypertension prevalence by age and gender, over time 

 

Taken from the NCD report, the increase in hypertension across gender and age bands is significant.  

 

Figure 11: Weight statistics by income and gender 

 
Source: South Africa Demographics and Health survey, 2016.  

"Severely obese persons (BMI ≥ 35 kg/m2) have an elevated risk for heart disease, diabetes, and other 

conditions relative to those who are overweight or obese". It follows that high and increasing levels of 

obesity in South Africa will increase the prevalence of heart disease, diabetes and other conditions. This 

is evidenced by increasing global and local attention on the growing problem of NCDs.  
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Figure 11: Changes in DALYs over time for South Africa 

  
Source: http://www.healthdata.org; GBD profile: South Africa 

Changes in the burden of disease over 20 years, measured in Disease Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) for 

South Africa shows a sharp increase across most NCDs.  

Figure 12: Diabetes type 1 and 2 by gender over time 

 
Source: Trends in chronic disease prevalence in the S.A. medical aid schemes: 2006 – 2011, CMS, 201313 

                                                           
13 http://medicalschemes.com/files/Research%20Briefs/CD2006_2011_20131115.pdf 
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Figure 13: Diabetes Mellitus type 1, prevalence by age and gender over time 

 
Source: Trends in chronic disease prevalence in the S.A. medical aid schemes: 2006 – 2011, CMS, 201314 

 

From this CMS report on chronic disease prevalence over the period 2006-2011, we can see increased 

prevalence of hypertension (36,8%) and hyperlipidaemia (37,7%). Diabetes Mellitus type II increased 

84,2% between 2006 and 2011, which "again points to the importance of leading a healthy lifestyle". 

Increase in chronic disease prevalence occurred for both genders, and at all ages.  

 

Table 3: Chronic disease prevalence by scheme type, 2011 and 2012.  

 
Source: Prevalence of chronic diseases in the population covered by medical aid schemes in South Africa.15 

The table above shows the prevalence of chronic conditions (Cases/1 000 beneficiaries) over 2011 and 

2012. The increases are significant for one year, especially for Diabetes.  

 

                                                           
 
15 http://medicalschemes.com/files/Research%20Briefs/PrevalanceOfChronicDiseasMAS2007_2012.pdf 
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Figure 14: Multiple chronic disease prevalence 

 

Source: Prevalence of chronic diseases in the population covered by medical aid schemes in South Africa. 

The same paper shows the trend in multiple CDL conditions between 2007 and 2012. The annual average 

increase over the period for each group is 5,6% increased prevalence of two CDLs, 9,7% increase in 

prevalence of three CDLs, and a 10,8% increase per annum of the prevalence of four or more CDLs.  

The only period over which the CMS published REF tables and age distribution data was 2006 to 2010. 

Considering this data is instructive to get a view as the increase in cost that might be attributable to 

chronic disease over and above age and to compare this to the results of the HMI.  

Using the PMB cost curve and REF tables published by the CMS for that period we see the following 

indexed results.  

 

Figure 15: Indexed costs for age profile and CDL prevalence 
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Over this period ageing contributed 0,6% to increases in cost, while CDL prevalence contributed a 

further 1% per annum. While demographic profile changes are not constant over time, the magnitude 

of the additional increase in costs due to chronic prevalence of disease is useful to compare to the 

burden of disease measures used by the HMI, being 0.4% per annum and 1,6% per annum for the 

narrow and broad measures respectively.  

 

6.2. Consideration 

There is significant international and local evidence to support the notion that chronic prevalence of 

disease is rapidly increasing in the South African environment. This is particularly true for NCDs. This is 

in contrast to the measures for burden of disease used in the HMI’s reports, particularly the narrow 

burden of disease, which certainly underestimates disease prevalence and the increase in disease 

prevalence over time. The approach used is further affected by too stringent criteria to be classified as 

chronic, with many registered chronic patients not meeting the number of visits hurdle set in the narrow 

burden of disease calculation.  

In respect of the argument put forward by the HMI, that using the broad disease burden is inappropriate 

as it would mask so-called SID, we make three points. First, in the search for explanations for increases 

in claims expenditure, it is a false premise to artificially ignore evidence in favour of seeking an 

alternative explanation, particularly one for which evidence is being sought. The risk of confirmation 

bias is significant in such an approach. Once the analysis reaches the answer being searched for, the 

analysis stops. This approach does not lead to optimal answers to complex problems.  

Second, the HMI suggests that using the broad burden of disease is inappropriate as it includes data 

from hospital admissions, which would distort the attribution of hospital costs. While this may be true 

it presupposes that a broader burden of disease must include hospital data, which is false. A broader 

less restrictive measure of burden of disease could have been constructed using CDL condition 

registration and or claims data from schemes. This would have had the benefit of including data from 

all scheme options. This is the method used by the CMS in the Risk Equalisation Fund work, and their 

occasional reports on chronic disease prevalence and accordingly would have been broadly acceptable 

to the industry. Hence, the dismissal of the broad burden of disease is the rejection of a straw man 

argument and does not add to the learnings possible from the data. A superior approach would have 

been to consider alternative measures for the burden of disease, settling on which measure best 

describes the changes over time, while also mitigating the influence of other supply side factors on the 

measure.  

Third, the HMI suggest that so-called SID may be a factor in increasing claims and hence the measure 

of the burden of disease. We note from the measures shown, notably the CMS data, that these include 

registration on chronic programs and claims from pharmacies. It is not doctors who would benefit from 

increasing the chronic prevalence of their patients, but rather pharmacists, as patients would be able to 

claim medicines from the scheme risk pool once registered. There is, therefore, no so-called SID on the 

part of doctors to register patients for chronic treatment.  
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While there have been no systematic regular assessments of the burden of disease and chronic 

prevalence on medical schemes since the REF tables stopped being updated in 2011, reports from 

international and local sources point to high and increasing burden of disease on medical schemes, 

which stands in contrast to the HMI attribution of only 0,39% per annum using the narrow burden of 

disease.  
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7. Concentration analysis 

Only 195 hospitals were used in the HMI's concentration analysis. [confidential]. Based on our working 

knowledge of the environment, we provide here a list of larger hospitals, across hospital types that are 

not in the HMI's SID list of 195 hospitals. We note the contents of paragraph 57 and 58, page 176 of 

the Provisional Report describing the reason for the subset of hospitals used. However, we submit that 

too many hospitals were removed, including general acute and day hospitals, which will have materially 

affected the analysis.  

Table 4: sample list of NHN hospitals excluded from the HMI so-called SID analysis 

Name Type 

[confidential] 58 

[confidential] 77 

[confidential] 77 

[confidential] 77 

[confidential] 77 

[confidential] 58 

[confidential] 58 

[confidential] 57 

[confidential] 77 

[confidential] 57 

[confidential] 58 

[confidential] 57 

[confidential] 77 

[confidential] 77 

[confidential] 57 

[confidential] 57 

[confidential] 77 

 

[confidential] 

Certain hospitals were excluded from the so-called SID and concentration analysis is ostensibly due to 

being specialised hospitals, [confidential]. This presents a biased view of beds as some acute hospitals 

perform procedures done in such specialised hospitals. [confidential]. [confidential]. This casts further 

doubt on the reliability of the analysis.   
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8. Supply induced demand 

  

8.1. Modelling approach 

The analysis performed by Quantium for the HMI in relation to so-called SID, suffers from a number of 

fatal flaws. The analysis considers the statistical relationship between bed numbers and admission rates 

per region, allowing for a range of other factors, such as age, gender, demographics, year, and clinical 

grouping. Figures are presented as log-odds ratios, which need to be interpreted with some caution – 

they should not be interpreted linearly, when comparing the effects of different factors.  

 

Correlation versus causation.  

The question posed in the analysis is to quantify the relationship between the number of beds per 100 

medical scheme beneficiaries in a municipality and the admission rate. Adjusting for the other known 

factors used in the model, the output returns a positive log odds ratio for beds per 100 beneficiaries to 

the admission rate. This indicates that there are more admissions where there are more beds. However, 

the analysis shows only correlation between beds per 100 beneficiaries and admission rates, not a cause 

and effect relationship. The correlation versus causation argument is a well-documented consideration 

in the construction of statistical models. Quantium acknowledged during our discussion with them in 

the data room that their modelling did not show causation. Models seeking to measure causation need 

to be designed differently to models interested in correlation. This is a critical distinction under the 

heading of SID as the effect that needs to be tested is whether additional demand is induced because 

of additional beds in a region. The analysis as presented does not answer that question, but merely 

shows that there is a (relatively) small correlation between beds per 100 beneficiaries and admission 

rates per region. This falls well short of reliable evidence to infer so-called SID. The HMI report describes 

the increase in hospital beds over the analysis period as being a driver of increased utilisation, but the 

model in the SID chapter does not directly test this question. A better approach would have been to 

test the effect of additional beds added to a region. Since there has been bed growth, a model could 

have been constructed to measure changes in utilisation in catchment areas where new hospitals or 

hospital beds were added, adjusting for other known factors in that region.  

 

Risk Adjustment 

The risk adjustment used in the so-called SID model mirrors the narrow burden of disease approach of 

NMG. The clinical categories used to adjust for risk profile differences per region are inadequate to 

capture the burden of disease differences in beneficiaries. The list of conditions is not comprehensive 

and no allowance is made for comorbidities. It would have made more sense to use the CDL conditions 

and a count of multiple chronic conditions as this a fairly standardised approach available to all medical 

schemes as part of their regular submissions to the CMS. There is very poor allowance for socio-

economics in the model, particularly income. Income is known to be a driver of healthcare utilisation. 
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Income would be expected to vary widely by municipality. This data is publicly available from Stats SA 

surveys and could easily have been incorporated into the model. A municipal income variable would 

have been useful to test in the so-called SID model to assess the effect, after allowing for other factors. 

Since income varies by municipality and income has an effect on utilisation (for instance income might 

affect the ability to pay any co-payments or the ability to take off work to seek treatment), it is a 

complicating factor in the so-called SID analysis making conclusions unreliable.  

Figure 16: proportion of medical scheme beneficiaries in households earning above R27,000 per month (2016 terms) 

 

Stats SA data was used to derive the income distribution of medical scheme members, per municipality 

per household as at 2016. The figures shown above, sorted from left to right by most medical scheme 

members, vary widely from 7,8% to 52,3%. Such an important variable as the income dynamics of each 

region should be incorporated into an analysis of consumer behaviour, such as where and how often 

people go to hospital.  

 

Testing of the model 

The documentation of the modelling approach, data preparation, data cleaning and model testing were 

poorly documented compared to the NMG work released in their various reports. One clear deficiency 

in the approach was any documentation testing alternative approaches, variables and assumptions. We 

recognise the testing of the Decision Tree model against the Logit regression model, but this is merely 

testing a different tool for the same question. There is nothing in the SID chapter to indicate the testing 

of alternative risk adjustment metrics, different methodologies for regions, or different approaches to 

the SID question being asked. Since this is not documented, it is not clear whether such alternatives 

were attempted and disregarded, which would be problematic, because there would be the risk of 

confirmation bias in selecting the particular approach to support a pre-emptive view, or whether no 

alternatives were attempted, which would be problematic because it suggests a non-comprehensive 

approach to the problem. When testing a model, such as the one used for the so-called SID analysis, it 

can also be informative to run tests of robustness. We would suggest for instance, testing the model for 
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types of cases for which there should be no relationship between beds per 100 beneficiaries and 

admission rates, such as emergency hospitalisations and births. If the model showed similar results for 

these sorts of admission categories, in other words a positive log odd ratio for beds per 100 

beneficiaries, it would suggest that there are other factors not considered in the model which are driving 

the observed effect. One such variable might be income. Since this was not tested, we cannot draw any 

further conclusions on this issue, but neither can the results produced by the so-called SID model be 

taken at face value or be relied upon for any so-called SID conclusions.  

 

Regions 

The so-called SID model used by Quantium uses municipalities as the area over which beds per 100 

beneficiaries and admission rates are calculated. This modelling choice presents significant problems. 

Using municipalities is a completely different approach to that used in the concentration analysis. An 

appropriate approach would be to define geographic markets in which a set of hospitals would be 

viewed by patients as viable substitutes (in particular for elective procedures). Such an approach, which 

is in line with a traditional economic theory to defining markets, would be more appropriate because it 

would consider not only where patients live, but the real alternative hospitals which would be available 

to them. This approach would be far superior to simply using municipality delineations which are 

arbitrary and not based on sound economics. In particular, the location of patients and where those 

patients might turn to when considering alternative hospitals available to them. One needs only 

consider the real possibility where a hospital in very close proximity to a particular household (i.e. one 

block away from a patient’s house), is in a different municipality to the municipality in which the 

household is located, while the actual hospital in the same municipality as the household is significantly 

further away from the household (i.e. many kilometres away but in the same municipality) to see that 

this approach, which is adopted by the HMI’s experts would be very prone to producing significantly 

anomalous results. This is likely to be the case in the major densely populated urban centres of South 

Africa, such as in the Gauteng province where in many cases, patients are very likely to frequent 

hospitals, which are not located in the municipalities where they reside. Indeed, when one considers the 

catchment area analysis, which was undertaken by the HMI’s other experts, and in particular for the 

Gauteng province, many of the hospitals considered by the HMI’s experts had catchment areas which 

encompassed multiple municipalities (with catchment areas of up to 80km wide in the case of Netcare 

Sunninghill Hospital, for example). This suggests that the municipalities which were relied upon for 

purposes of the so-called SID analysis are wholly-inappropriate for purposes of the analysis, which they 

sought to undertake.  

Overall we can see from the SID data that a significant portion of hospital admissions, over 40%, arise 

from patients in municipalities different from that of the hospital.  
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Figure 17: Proportion of admissions for patients from a different municipality than the hospital 

 

We questioned Quantium as to why they selected municipalities as their basis for area analysis. They 

informed us that they did not have sufficient time to use another method. Unfortunately, this limitation 

leaves the model producing flawed results.  

The interpretive power of the Quantium model produced an R-squared result of only 7.96% suggesting 

that the model provides very little explanatory power. 

Using municipalities introduces other problems, such as massively different sample sizes per area, 

different population densities and land area, different numbers of hospitals etc. The figure below 

illustrates the degree of size difference in beneficiary counts by municipality.  
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Figure 18: Beneficiary count by municipality, 2014 

 

There is also widely varying population density, for medical scheme beneficiaries and the population 

overall by municipality. It is a fantastic leap to compare the City of Johannesburg to the Cederberg 

Municipality using the clinical and demographic factors used and then seek to imply a causal 

relationship between beds per 100 beneficiaries and admission rates, without acknowledging other 

factors may play a role, such as ease of access, distance to travel and socio-economic factors.   

Considering the numbers of municipalities and the proportion of beneficiaries by municipality density, 

we note the following.  
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Figure 19: Number of municipalities and proportion of scheme beneficiaries by medical scheme beneficiary density 

range 

 

Municipalities are so different in size, density, income that they cannot be considered comparable for 

the purpose of measuring hospital utilisation.  

 

Correspondence 

Compounding the issues relating to municipalities discussed above, is a further problem of 

correspondence in the attribution of admissions to beneficiaries. The model assigns beneficiaries to a 

region and counts admissions for those beneficiaries in order to calculate an admission rate. Where 

those admissions take place is not considered in the model. Beds per 100 beneficiaries ae allocated to 

each region based on the location of the hospital. This introduces a misalignment in the measurement 

of the admission rate. For a given municipality, with a given number of beds per 100 beneficiaries rate, 

the admission rate would be affected by how many admissions occur from other municipalities, which 

would skew the results. Municipalities with zero beds per 100 patients would still show an admission 

rate as admissions for beneficiaries in that municipality would be counted in the numerator of the 

admission rate calculation, even though those admissions would have occurred in another municipality.. 

If beneficiaries go to other municipalities for some of their admissions, this has nothing to do with beds 

per 100 beneficiaries in their resident municipality. This will result in anomalous results. This was also 

not tested by Quantium.  

The problem can be highlighted by considering the number of beneficiaries and admissions that are 

recorded in the SID data as occurring in municipalities that have no registered beds. After removing 

records with missing municipalities, we see the following.  
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Figure 20: Proportion of beneficiaries and admissions in areas with no hospital beds assigned 

 

At the very least for these municipalities, the results of the so-called SID model are meaningless, as there 

are no beds to compare to. However, this will also have a distorting effect on the municipalities where 

these admissions occur, as corresponding admissions will be undercounted.  

 

8.2. Data  

Duplicate records 

There appear to be duplicate records in the admissions file used in the so-called SID analysis. We found 

the same hospital practice number more than once in the same year, sometimes assigned to a different 

hospital name and sometimes not. This should be cleaned as duplicates data will distort the analysis. 

We show here the Netcare specific duplicates, although duplicates were also found across other hospital 

groups.  
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Table 5: Duplicate hospital practice numbers for Netcare 

Practice number Year Province Facility name Enumerated Area 

5808758 2011 FS Welkom Welkom Central 

5808758 2011 GP Netcare Pinehaven Hospital Welkom Central 

5808758 2012 FS Welkom Welkom Central 

5808758 2012 GP Netcare Pinehaven Hospital Welkom Central 

5808758 2013 GP Netcare Pinehaven Hospital Welkom Central 

5808758 2013 FS Welkom Welkom Central 

5808758 2014 FS Welkom Welkom Central 

5808758 2014 GP Netcare Pinehaven Hospital Welkom Central 

5808758 2015 GP Netcare Pinehaven Hospital Welkom Central 

5808758 2015 FS Welkom Welkom Central 

7700792 2011 LP Netcare Pholoso Hospital Pinehaven 

7700792 2011 FS Bethlehem Day Clinic Bloemfontein SP 

7700792 2012 LP Netcare Pholoso Hospital Pinehaven 

7700792 2012 FS Bethlehem Day Clinic Bloemfontein SP 

7700792 2013 LP Netcare Pholoso Hospital Pinehaven 

7700792 2013 FS Bethlehem Day Clinic Bloemfontein SP 

7700792 2014 FS Bethlehem Day Clinic Bloemfontein SP 

7700792 2014 LP Netcare Pholoso Hospital Pinehaven 

7700792 2015 FS Bethlehem Day Clinic Bloemfontein SP 

7700792 2015 LP Netcare Pholoso Hospital Pinehaven 

Source: hospital bed file from the data room 

 

Beneficiary addresses 

The data quality used in the so-called SID analysis is too poor to rely on for purposes of reaching any 

definitive conclusions. Address details for beneficiaries were obtained from schemes and were of varying 

quality. Overall, we found 18,6% of beneficiaries could not be assigned to an Enumeration Area and 

hence not assigned to a municipality.  

 

Table 6: Beneficiaries with missing municipal data 

Missing data type 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Overall 

NULL 489 275 520 988 779 298 892 736 770 124 3 452 421 

N/A 766 136 815 320 920 868 1 002 662 1 072 724 4 577 710 

       

Total Beneficiary counts with 

no Municipality 

1 255 411 1 336 308 1 700 166 1 895 398 1 842 848 8 030 131 

As % of Total Beneficiary 

counts 

16,1% 16,6% 19,2% 20,6% 20,0% 18,6% 
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The missing municipal data problem gets worse over time, increasing from 16,1% in 2010 to 20,0% in 

2014.  

Beneficiaries with missing municipal data are ignored in the so-called SID analysis. Such a large portion 

of missing data will have a significant effect on the modelling result. No caveat regarding this missing 

address data is provided in the report, which we consider a significant omission given the gravity of the 

report and SID chapter. Insight has developed a model to assess the number of medical scheme 

beneficiaries per EA and municipality using Stats SA data. Testing this model against the number of 

beneficiaries in the Quantium SID model, reveals that the 20,0% of missing beneficiaries (in 2014) are 

not evenly distributed by municipality with missing data ranging from 5,9% to 35% within the largest 

10 municipalities. Overall these top 10 municipalities average to the 20% for the overall missing data. 

Small municipalities show even larger differences.  

 

Figure 21: Variations in missing municipality information for beneficiaries 

 

This means that the ratios between beds, patients and admissions per area are significantly distorted. 

Given the relatively small log odds ratio for beds per 100 beneficiaries, these differences in missing data 

by region are a fatal error.  

The data provided by medical schemes varies in its accuracy of beneficiary address information. For 

schemes able to provide this data, most beneficiaries could be mapped to a municipality. Some schemes 

did not provide accurate enough address data to map their beneficiaries and so most or all could not 

be mapped to a municipality. The nature of many of these schemes means that many are regionally 

concentrated. This again shows the distorting effect of varying representation by municipality. The 

following 20 schemes had no beneficiaries allocated to a municipality.  
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Table 7: medical schemes with no beneficiary address data 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

[confidential] 

 

Provider Addresses 

The addresses used for doctors was derived from the Board of Healthcare Funders’ Practice Code 

Numbering System (PCNS). This dataset has a number of difficulties that need to be well understood if 

it is to be applied effectively. It is clear that the experts used by the HMI are not familiar with the South 

Africa operating environment with respect to doctors’ practice numbers. There is no robust check of the 

addresses stored in the PCNS and these addresses are not tested by any market forces, such as address 

directories. Individual doctors may have more than one PCNS number to allow for practices run at more 

than one location. This will distort the count of Doctors and the regions doctors are allocated to. doctors 

sometimes operate within group practices (of the same discipline). For instance, the largest general 

surgery practice in the country, which is based in Cape Town, has 13 surgeons all billing under one 

practice number. It is clear that no additional analysis on the PCNS was conducted to understand the 

nuances associated with the numbering system, and hence all of the distortions present in the dataset 

will translate into distorted geo-mapping results and doctor counts.  

 

Number of Doctors 

The number of doctors was derived from the claims data, obtained from medical schemes and collated 

for analysis by NMG. In an attempt to clean the doctor data, Quantium counted only those practices 

that had claimed at least once per year. This sets a very low bar. The dataset will hence count doctors 

that saw very low numbers of patients, which may arise for any number of reasons. The method results 
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in an overcount of practices. One significant matter that affects the doctor counts is RWOPS – 

remuneration for work outside public service which permits, under certain circumstances, public sector 

doctors to see patients in the private sector. This has a distorting effect on the doctors counts in both 

the public and private sectors. A suitable analysis could have been done looking at patient volumes per 

doctor, to ascertain which doctors are working part time and which are working full time in the private 

sector. The collated data in the hands of the HMI presented an ideal opportunity to perform such a 

study. For the purposes of the so-called SID analysis, this would have allowed a more robust cut off for 

counting doctors than just having seen more than one patient. We had hoped to test this in our time in 

the data room by examining the claims data to measure volumes of patients per doctor. However, 

despite repeated requests we were not given access to the claims file in our data room engagements 

and so could not test this issue.  

 

Number of beds 

Considering Netcare's hospitals, we found anomalies in the bed counts for some hospitals for certain 

years of the analysis. Of the 49 Netcare hospitals used in the so-called SID analysis, only 17 match the 

bed counts by year provided by Netcare. The bed data we analysed is the same bed data submitted to 

the HMI by Netcare. It is therefore not clear why this data was not used by the HMI in its analysis. It is 

apparent from the comparisons to Netcare's own bed data that the HMI has used Registered beds, as 

opposed to Active or 'in use' beds in their calculations.  

Table 8: discrepancies between HMI bed counts per Netcare hospital and Netcare's own data 

 HMI SID Beds Netcare registered bed count 

difference (Registered – HMI beds) 

Hospital 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Garden City Hospital  386 386 386 386 386 -23 -23 -23 -23 -23 

Krugersdorp Hospital  298 298 298 298 298 -18 -13 -13 -13 -13 

N1 City Hospital  231 231 231 231 231 4 -6 -6 -6 -7 

Kuils River Hospital  182 182 182 182 182 7 7 7 7 -2 

Cuyler Hospital  125 125 125 125 125 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Rand Hospital  150 150 150 150 150 1 1 1 1 1 

Bell Street Hospital l 50 50 50 50 50 0 0 0 2 2 

Milpark Hospital  344 344 344 344 344 2 2 2 2 2 

Christiaan Barnard Memorial Hospital  244 244 244 244 244 0 0 4 4 4 

Rosebank Hospital  124 124 124 124 124 11 11 4 4 4 

Clinton Hospital  165 165 165 165 165 0 0 0 5 5 

Rehabilitation Hospital  110 110 110 110 110 0 0 0 0 8 

Margate Hospital  87 87 87 87 87 12 12 12 12 12 

Linkwood Hospital 35 35 35 35 35 -2 8 8 13 13 

Sunninghill Hospital  251 251 251 251 251 7 7 14 28 28 

Linmed Hospital  172 172 172 172 172 0 0 31 31 31 

Akasia Hospital  123 123 123 123 123 39 39 39 39 39 

Kingsway Hospital  137 137 137 137 137 8 8 43 43 43 

Parklands Hospital  172 172 172 172 172 40 44 44 44 44 
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St Anne's Hospital  174 174 174 174 174 31 31 31 31 46 

St Augustine's Hospital  418 418 418 418 418 0 0 0 0 46 

Montana Hospital  162 162 162 162 162 0 8 8 50 50 

Mulbarton Hospital  161 161 161 161 161 -6 21 55 55 55 

The Bay Hospital  199 199 199 199 199 -1 -1 64 64 64 

Umhlanga Hospital  204 204 204 204 204 52 52 93 93 93 

 

These differences will affect the bed count per 100 beneficiary measures used in the so-called SID 

analysis and so also affect the results. With some of the differences being large, the effect would be 

significant on the regions of those hospitals.  

We did not have detailed bed data from other hospital groups to test but expect similar differences to 

arise. A complete clean-up of the hospital bed data for all groups should be done if results are to be 

relied upon.  

 

8.3. Interpretation 

In the analyses published by the HMI prior to the release of the Provisional Report, particularly the NMG 

analyses, significant effort is expended in attributing increases in cost to measurable factors, such as 

age distribution changes. Throughout the analyses, there remains an unexplained portion of increased 

cost and it is posited that this may be due to alleged so-called SID. The so-called SID analysis falls far 

short of any sort of attribution to try and explain the residual unexplained increases. Despite there being 

a positive log-odds ratio for beds per 100 beneficiaries and doctors per 100 beneficiaries, no attempt is 

made to work these log odds ratios back into real world linear effects that can contribute to the readers’ 

understanding of the drivers of increases in claims.  

The SID analysis considers variation in admission rates over time, not increases in admission rates over 

time due to increases in hospital beds or doctors. This is irredeemable design flaw in the modelling 

approach taken – it answers the wrong question.  

There appears to be a strong confirmation bias through the CCHMI report on SID – it is stated as a 

theory of harm, suggested as an explanation for unexplained increases in cost, and the analysis is 

stopped when the output suggests a positive correlation, without meaningful consideration of flaws in 

the approach, testing alternative approaches, and testing alternative scenarios and assumptions.  

Comparing the impact of doctor numbers per 100 population and bed numbers per 100 population for 

the overall admission rate model and the discipline specific models we see the following.  
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Table 9: Regression coefficients from Quantium SID models16 

 
Doctors per 100 

population 

Beds per 100 

population 

Overall admissions 0.070 0.029 

Cardiothoracic surgery 28.254 0.049 

Cardiology 38.074 -0.008 

Gastroenterology 381.606 -1.947 

Neurosurgery -8.821 0.048 

Orthopaedics 9.966 -0.063 

Otorhinolaryngology 48.566 -0.021 

Paediatrics 31.705 1.736 

Psychiatry 30.583 1.814 

General Surgery 13.248 0.020 

Urology 42.964 0.091 

 

It is plain to see from the table above that the correlation between the number of doctors per 100 

population and the admission rate is orders of magnitude higher than the correlation to beds per 100 

population. Of the 10 discipline specific models run, 3 show a negative correlation between beds per 

100 population and admissions, and 4 show a marginally positive effect. On the contrary, all but one of 

the doctors per 100 population coefficients show a significant correlation to admission rates. In fact, in 

all discipline specific models, other than Neurosurgery, the doctors per 100 population coefficient is the 

highest factor by far – higher even than being in the worst clinical categories such as being in Renal 

Failure or being in a Coma. This sort of result significantly strains the credibility of the results. The 

premise of the SID chapter is that increases in the number of beds has contributed to an increase in 

admissions. The Quantium model shows a very small correlation for overall admissions, 4 so-called 

elective disciplines, and a negative correlation for 3 other co-called elective disciplines. If we consider 

for a moment that the hypothesis suggested by the HMI Provisional Report is correct and appropriately 

represented by the Quantium model, the logical conclusion of the so-called SID analysis would be to 

place a moratorium on new doctors, rather than take any action on hospital licensing since the doctors 

per 100 beneficiaries’ effect far exceeds that of hospital beds for overall hospital admissions and 

discipline specific admissions. The absurdity of this outcome highlights the flaws in the model since the 

implications are untenable.  

 

  

                                                           
16 Extracted from Tables A8.4 and A8.5. Note that each sub-model has a different intercept so models should not 

be directly compared. However coefficients for doctors and beds per 100 population for each model are directly 

comparable.  
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9. Occupancy 

The provisional findings and recommendations report published by the HMI in July 2018 made 

reference to difficulties in calculating private hospital occupancy: "There is no public data on bed 

occupancy rates in the private sector and various stakeholders use different (so non-comparable) 

methods to compute occupancy rates" (paragraph 55, page 12). While there are different ways to 

calculate hospital occupancy, it is relatively simple to settle on a standard that can be applied 

consistently over time that would be acceptable to hospitals. Certainly less controversially than other 

data and methodological approaches taken in other parts of the Provisional Report. The typical 

variations include whether to use registered beds or in-use beds, and how to count bed days (using 

tariff code quantities or date ranges between admission and discharge).  

Insight conducted a study for the Hospital Association of South Africa in 2009 on this issue, and an 

updated study in September 201817. The September report provides detail on the information and 

definitions used. We calculated occupancy as (Patient days) / (Registered beds). Patient days were 

calculated as the number of patients in each hospital each calendar day over the period of admission, 

counting half days for patients where indicated by admission or discharge times. Registered beds were 

set per day based on the bed counts and relevant time periods provided per hospital, noting that 

registered beds are in general about 5% higher than in-use beds. Using in-use beds as the denominator 

would inflate occupancy rates by around 5%.  

The figures below are extracted from the September HASA occupancy report and show that occupancy 

can indeed be calculated, measured over time, and considered over various factors. Taken over the full 

week private hospital occupancy is around 65%, Since occupancy is lower on weekends, weekday 

occupancy is 70%.  

Figure 22: Private hospital occupancy by year (registered beds) 

 

  

                                                           
17 Private Hospital occupancy and case mix trends, September 2018 
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Figure 23: Private hospital occupancy by month (2014-2017) (registered beds) 

 

Figure 24: Private hospital occupancy by day of the week (2014-2017) (registered beds) 
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Annexure: Data room engagement 

Following the release of the HMI Provisional Report in July 2018, Insight was granted access to the HMI 

data room in late August and early September 2018. The release of significant new technical work in the 

Provisional Report – notably concentration and SID, meant far less time to engage on these analyses 

that on the previous NMG papers which were subject to multiple rounds of engagement, response and 

some refinement. This process was unfortunately not followed for the concentration analysis and SID 

analysis before the Provisional Report was published.  

The concentration and SID analyses were both significant pieces of technical work run on the computers 

of the HMIs appointed technical experts. In order to test these models, it would be necessary to have 

similar computing power and software packages to run models and test alternatives. The computers 

and software made available in the data room made this near impossible. Software was only loaded 

onto the computers towards the end of our August data room time, data that had been requested such 

as the underlying data used for the SID analysis was not provided until the last day of our August data 

room time. Data for the SID and concentration analysis was not properly structured and labelled as the 

NMG data and model outputs had been, making model checking unnecessarily difficult.  

The SAS querying software made available in earlier data room encounters was not made available.  

We had requested the underlying claims file to run additional tests arising from queries we had from 

the concentration and SID analyses, such as to test the ICU utilisation rate shown, to test the number of 

claiming doctors each year by disciplines, and other such tests. This data was not provided in either of 

our August or September data room encounters.  

 

 


